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'Hedda Gabler' Astounds a Full Audience
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Lancer CA$H Proves to
be Popular Commodity

Contributor

Audience members slowly
found their seats and looked
upon the odd set for Longwood
University
Department
of
Theatre's first production of
the 2013-2014 season, "Hedda
Gabler." It was difficult not to
notice the odd stage set up. The
down stage was plainly set with
a couch, a chair and two tables.
However, the entire stage was
encompassed by gigantic steel
arches, and upstage center was
a huge clock face that loomed
large over the delicate furniture.

+

As the production began the
lights came up on Miss Tesman,
played by Taylor Bosta, and the
family's maid, Berte, played
by Makenzie Matthews. The
two characters had a somewhat
confusing conversation that
nevertheless
revealed
Miss
Tesman to be a kind hearted
woman who was caring for her
side sister. Enter Jorgen Tesman,
played by Alex Johnson, who
seemed to burst onto the stage
with a much needed shot of
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Buffalo Wild Wings Is one of several locations that accepts Lancer CA$H.
Photo By: Christian Taylor

Maggie Williams (left), who portrays the title character, and Alex Johnson (right) star in the season's first production
energy. A lively performance and his new bride when the to find an immense amount of
by Johnson that proves even new bride appears, and she isn't joy in intimidating and bullying
her.
more impressive when you exactly blushing.
Judge Brack, played by Jacob
From the moment Hedda
find out that it was his debut
Gabler, played by Maggie Lief, proved to be almost as
performance!
Jorgen and his aunt. Miss Williams, slinks onto the stage, villainous and sneaky as Hedda
Tesman, have a somewhat lively the audience grows tense. If herself. Brack dealt with each
conversation
about Jorgen's played a certain way, Hedda character in very different
honeymoon and plans for he could seem like just a bored, ways, showcasing Liefs ability
mean spirited housewife, poking to add depth to his interesting
fun at Miss Tesman and her character.
blissfully unaware new husband.
Austin Madison played the
However, Williams gave the mysterious Eilert Lovborg, a
character the perfect mix of edge quiet man with a past veiled in
and sarcastic humor that made secrecy. Lovborg, along with all
it hard to take your eyes off of the other characters, revolved
her. She moved like a snake in around Hedda and were merely
the grass weaving in and out of pawns in her game.
those steel arches as the tension
All the actors in this slowmounted.
paced but tension-filled thriller
As the production continues, turned in good performances,
you find Hedda interacting with but the true scene stealer was the
a cast of characters that all seem set itself.
to have some interesting secret
desires.
Mrs. Elvsted, played by SEE '"Hedda Gabler" Leaves
Abbie Swanson, is sweet and Audiences Shocked', Pg. 3
simple. A perfect opposite of the
"Hedda Gabier" captivates audiences with Its neverendlng energy.
calculating Hedda, who seems

SGA Addresses Parking and
Transportation Concerns
BECCA LUNDBERG
Editor-in-Chief

The Student Government
Association (SGA) held a
special topic forum during
the Senate's Tuesday, Oct. 1
meeting to address students'
questions
and
concerns
regarding
campus
parking
and
public
transportation.
Longwood University Police
Department (LUPD) Chief of
Police Bob Beach, Farmville
Police Department (FPD) Chief
of Police Doug Mooney, Parking
Services Office Manager Laura
Rice, Farmville Town Manager
Gerry Spates and Farmville Area
Bus ffAB) Manager Julie Adams
were available to respond to any
questions or comments.
Beach opened the forum by
telling the senators, students,
faculty and staff present at the
meeting that there are changes
the LUPD/Parking Services, the
FAB and the Town of Farmville
can make, but there are "limits to
what can be done and how it can
be handled."
Beach mentioned that the
addition of the Lancer Park
North
Campus
apartments
and the expansion of the FAB's

services to Lancer Park has been
a "pretty big project." Three
FAB vehicles now take students
directly back and forth between
Lancer Park and campus before
1:23 p.m. as part of the Lancer
Direct Line. The Campus Line
takes, students to and from
Longwood Village and campus.
The Express Line takes students
to off-campus locations such as
Walmart.
Beach said that the university
finances the FAB lines through
an auxiliary fund paid for by a
combination of parking decal
sales and tickets.
Spates also took the floor,
clarifying that the university and
LUPD set up the FAB routes.
He said he is open to any
suggestions, but is unable to
accommodate
any
requests
for a "party bus." He said anyunderage individuals who step
onto the FAB while indisposed
are "subject to the police
department."
Adams said the Lancer Direct
Line now has approximately
30-minute routes due to the
additional bus stops, including
the freshman parking lot at
Lancer Park North Campus.
Brandon Kelly, SGA's Virginia

brought
21
representative,
forward the first student
concern.
He mentioned the fact that
parking decal prices for main
campus residents is $250 per
year and prices for Lancer Park
residents are $200. He said
this comparison in prices was
odd due to the fact that Lancer
Park residents can park on
campus after 5:45 p.m. He also
mentioned that it would be
beneficial to allow residential
students • to park on campus
during the weekend.
Beach said he put this no
weekend parking policy in
place because before it existed,
students who did not move their
cars by the end of the weekend
received tickets the following
Monday
morning.
During
that time period, Beach said,
the LUPD issued 50-75 tickets
on Monday morning. He said
the current policy "prevents
students from getting more
tickets."

See 'SGA Addresses Parking
and Transportation Concerns', Pg. 4

BECCA LUNDBERG
Editor-in-Chief

The popularity of Lancer
CA$H among students, parents,
faculty and staff has increased
significantly during the past
year. The total amount of money
these individuals deposited into
Lancer CASH accounts this
year was $10,000 greater than
the amount deposited in fall
2012, according to LancerCard
Manager
Crissy
Sampler's
report included in the Sept. 1314 Board of Visitors meeting
materials.
Lancer CA$H is money
students
add
to
their
LancerCards for spending at
various on and off-campus
locations. Sampier said the
system is "safer and way more
convenient" for students than
carrying cash.
When Sampier started
the program at Longwood
University in 2010, students
and parents deposited $195,000
total into LancerCards, or
student IDs. Last year, the

overall deposits amounted to
$434,000.
Sampier believes Lancer
CA$H's growing recognition
is most likely due to increased
marketing
and
student
familiarity as well as the
addition of on and off-campus
merchants' participation in the
program.
Lancer CA$H, Sampier
explained, is different from
Bonus Dollars because card
users can spend Lancer CA$H
at a variety of location^; Bonus
Dollars can be used exclusively
at Longwood Dining locations.
While Bonus Dollars only roll
over from the fall semester to the
spring semester. Lancer CA$H
remains on LancerCards until
students graduate or faculty/
staff leave the university. Those
interested in refunding their
money upon their departure
can do so for a fee.

+

SEE 'Lancer Ca$H Grows in
Popularity with Students',
Pg-2

Longwood Student Injured in
Skateboarding Incident after
Colliding with the FAB
the incident occurred.
Mooney said the student
Editor-in-Chief
allegedly left the scene of the
A female Longwood University accident. She later went to the
student was injured on Sunday, Centra Southside Hospital for
Sept. 29 when she reportedly hit treatment of what Mooney
a Farmville Area Bus (FAB) on described as a "big gash on
her skateboard around 8:50 p.m., her leg." The injuries were
reported Doug Mooney, Chief reportedly non-life threatening.
The FAB driver was not sure
of Police of the Farmville Police
what
had happened at the time
Department (FPD). Mooney said
and
reported
the incident.
that the incident occurred at the
Mooney
mentioned that a
intersection of Buffalo and St.
similar
skateboarding
accident
George Streets.
occurred
last
year.
According to Mooney, the
"People can't stop with
cause of the accident was
skateboards,"
said Mooney.
misconstrued
when
some
While
he
said
the woman's
witnesses claimed that the bus
injuries
from
this
week's
incident
ran a stop sign.
ware
"bad
enough,"
it
"concerns
However the FPD retrieiwd
the bus surveillance' tapes and me that maybe somebody's
discovered that the bus did "not going to get hurt real bad."
"I just stress for people to
disobey any traffic laws. „
try
and
be as safe as they can,"
Mooney said it sounded
Mooney
said. "Stop at the stop
like "somebody hit the side of
signs
the
same way the cars are
the bus with a bat" when the
supposed
to. If [there's] one
student collided with the bus. In
thing
that
I
could get across, that
the tapes, Mooney said, students
would
be
it."
on the bus could be heard
Chief of Farmville Police
saying, "What was that?" when
BECCA LUNDBERG

"Ifs an
Department said,
an
accident,
unfortunate
it
issue
that
unfortunate
She could have
happened
been killed "
Longwood University Police
Department Chief of Police Bob
Beach said, "I know what the
thrill is, getting on a skateboard,
running from the top of Buffalo
hill down to the bottom. I'm sure
it's a lot of fun and a thrill, but
ifs dangerous. Ifs in the street.
Last I checked, skateboards
don't have brakes."
Beach added, "You go through
that 8top sign, and somebody's
coming, whether they run the
stop sign or whether they pull
out from the stop, you're in
danger; and ifs endangering the
person riding the skateboard
and the elders around."

With additional reporting by News
Editor Michelle Goldchain

News

therotundaonlrne.com

Cyclists Gather on National Public Lands Da
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

News Editor

The Roche lie Mountain Bike
Trail System opened Saturday,
Sept. 28 on National Public
Lands Day (NFLD). The grand
opening commenced with a brief
ceremony held at 9 a.m.
NPLD is the largest, single-day
volunteer effort for public lands
where volunteers collect invasive
plants, build and maintain trails,
plant shrubbery and donate
to public lands, according to
the National Public Lands Day
website.
The Rochelle Bike Trail is
located 1.7 miles east of Farmville
on High Bridge Trail. The trail is
a one-way, single track loop and
is designated for bicyclists only.
The length of the trail extends
to 1.5 miles. The only way to
access the Rochelle Bike Trail
is by biking or hiking from
Farmville or from the River Road
access of the High Bridge Trail
State Parte
Chief Ranger of the High Bridge
Trail State Park Craig Guthrie
commented that having the bike
trail open on NPLD was "fitting
for starting a new chapter in
what High Bridge Trail offers its
visitors."
The Rochelle Mountain Bike
Trail System is considered a
mixture between a beginner

mountain bike trail and an
intermediate one.
Guthrie reported that the
Rochelle property was acquired
by the High Bridge Trail State
Park two years ago.
According to Guthrie, the idea,
planning and construction of

"As far as a
renter's standpoint,
I hope they don't
rent my bikes and
go on that trail
because it's a short
trail, but it's still
dangerous enough
that you could
wrap yourself
around a tree,"
the Rochelle Bike Trail was in
part thanks to Bryan Burnside,
a member of the National
Mountain
Bike Association.
Guthrie stated that Burnside had
experience building trails.
Burnside built the 1.5-mile
bike trail by hand, along with
volunteers. With the free labor,
the Rochelle Bike Trail came at
no cost for the High Bridge Trail

State Park.
The only costs met for the bike
trail was in regards to upkeep
and the white stone used to bed
the trunk road for the bike trail.
Guthrie said that more trails
are planned to be built for the
High Bridge Trail State Park.
He expects multi-use trails
that are not exclusive for
bicyclists, but for hikers as well
as "primitive camping that will
only be accessible to trail users
on a hike in and hike out basis,
and to horseback riders."
These trails will not be
accessible to motor vehicles.
For the future camping site,
Guthrie could not comment onan estimated time as to when
the construction and opening of
the park would be.
Guthrie stated that the process
for mapping out the future
multi-use trails will begin this
winter. He estimates for the
completion of the trails to be fall
2014.
With the addition of the
Rochelle Mountain Bike Trail
System, Guthrie stated that the
benefits included more tourism
to the Town of Farmville.
"Any way you can attract
people from the outside into

A new single land mountain bike trail was opened on Sept. 28,2013 as an addition to the High Bridge Trail. This new
trail allows riders and trail enthusiasts to have a moderate to intermediate challenge as they traverse the main trail.

visiting Farmville, they help the
town economically by stopping
and getting some chow at the
restaurants or buying gasoline
or renting bicycles from the bike
shop. I mean, any place they
stop and drop off a dollar
helps the community. It helps
the local economy," Guthrie
said.
Doug Chalmers, a renter
of the High Bridge Rails
and Trails Bicycle Rental,
commented on the opening
f H K Á f l ^ /
of the Rochelle Mountain Bike
-»•"i!»«?- .' • h-'
Trail, saying, "I wish they
J P
wouldn't have done that."
He
added,
"I
don't
particularly like it on a renter's
standpoint because I bought a
[sleet of Raleigh's] from Bear
/ta
^ p S a
Creek Lake after they shut
S S b W ^ i
i
J P S
down their mountain trails,
víiíwv
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and these bikes were crashed
}
^jgaEal-- t
and trashed. It took me close
to a whole year to get them
"
f l i ijPfalfciM\
all back up and reconfigured
properly."
Referring to the possibility
of customers taking the rented
bikes from his store and using
oto By ChnshanTayfof
In hopes to garner a larger crowd, the trail departs from the main trail's flat
them on the Rochelle Bike
surface to an exhilarating trail filled with many hills and zig-zag paths.
your community affects the
community in a positive way.
I mean, people that come visit
our new attractions also visit.
Farmville, and in the process of

&
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Trail, Chalmers said, "There are
just too many things that can
happen on that trail."
Despite the possibility of extra
business, Chalmers stated that
he believes most people who
are interested on using the bike
trail will have their own bikes
regardless.
"As far as a renter's standpoint,
I hope they don't rent my bikes
and go on that trail because
it's a short trail, but ifs still
dangerous enough that you
could wrap yourself around a
tree," Chalmers said.
If a customer rents a bike from
the High Bridge Rails and Trails
Bicycle Rental shop and damages
the bike, the customer must pay
for the bike or the bike's repairs.
High Bridge Rails and Trails
Bicycle Rental is located at 318
N. Main Street. It is open from
Tuesday to Sunday. Bikes may be
rented at $5 per hour or $30 per
day, from sun up to sun down.
For more information on the
Rochelle Bike Trail, contact the
Park's office at (434) 315-0457
or email at highbridgetrail@dcr.
virginia.gov.
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Over 50 citizens in the Town
of Farmville enrolled in a 20 to
30 year study conducted by the
American Cancer Society on
Sept. 19 and 21. Applications
were accepted to participate
, in the Cancer Prevention
Study-3 (CPS-3) at the Historic
Farmville Train Station.
To enroll in the study, one had
to complete a survey, get a waist
measurement and give a small
blood sample. Applicants were
required to be between the
ages of 30 and 65. Applicants
who were ever previously
or currently diagnosed with
cancer were not able to enroll.
Dawn Ward, communications
director for the American
Cancer Society, said, "We
brought the Cancer Prevention

. _
_
.« -a
™
Study-3 to Farmville because we
believed that we have a significant
number of dedicated and passionate
volunteers in the community."
She added, "We know that
Farmville is very committed to
the American Cancer Society and
helping us fulfill our mission in
saving more lives from cancer."
CPS-3 began in 2006 with the goal
to explore the effects of changing
societal influences on smokers as
well as to study the genetic and
environmental risk factors that
cause smoking.
CPS-3 is conducted by the
American
Cancer
Society's
Epidemiology Research Program,
one of the six intramural research
programs supported by the Society.
The American Cancer Society has
conducted two previous studies,
one of which is still in progress.
Cancer Prevention Study-1 (CPS1) began in 1959. Ward said the

/•• > study
- • - a --"ultimately helped
1 1 Jus
first
better understand the guidelines
and recommendations for cancer
screenings."
Ward said that the first Cancer
Prevention Study helped the
American Cancer Society better
understand the link between
cigarette smoking and lung cancer
as well as the increase in death rates
from cancer and other diseases.
"[CPS-1] was the first study to
show arelationshipbetween obesity
and shortened overall survival [for
smokers]," reported the American
Cancer Society website.
Cancer Prevention Study-2 (CPS2) began in the year 1982 and is
still ongoing. Ward stated that this
study is focused on how to best
prevent cancer.
The American Cancer Society
website states that CPS-2 data is
used extensively by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention

M&Ìmaìadeaths
JAA^U«attributable
»II wtiM«tanla
to estimate
to4
smoking.
Commenting on CPS-3, Ward
said, "We're hoping to ultimately
learn lifestyle and behavioral
changes that affect someone's
risk for cancer and how we can
hopefully ultimately prevent it."
The American Cancer Society
has the goal to enroll over 300,000
persons in the nation in CPS-3.
Currently, the CPS-3 has around
275,000 enrollees.
Ward said, "Over the course
of the next three months, we are
truly putting a lot of energy into
recruiting that last 25,000."
While there is no monetary
benefit for being an enrollee in
CPS-3, Ward said, "I think that the
greatest benefit truly is personal,
that you have the ability to change
the course of cancer in this lifetime
and in your children's lifetime."

Lancer CA$H Grows in Popularity with Students
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

News Editor

Sampier noted Lancer CA$H
can be especially convenient if "a
student runs out of money or they
find themselves in a situation and
they don't have any cash or any
other way to pay" because the
students' parentis) "can go online
and add money right away."
According to the LancerCard
website,
on-campus
Lancer
CA$H locations include Campus
Dining Services, Starbucks Café
at Barnes & Noble Bookstore,
the Registrar's Office, the Center
for
Communication
Studies
and Theatre Box Office, Janet D.
Greenwood Library, Longwood
Post Office, Longwood Printing

Services, Coke and snack vending
machines, washers and dryers,
Longwood Golf Course, Campus
Recreation Center, Student Health
& Wellness Center and computer
lab printers in buildings around
campus.
Off-campus locations that
recognize Lancer CA$H are
Bojangles' Famous Chicken 'n
Biscuits, Buffalo Wild Wings,
Burger King, CVS Pharmacy,
Domino's Pizza, Main Street Bagels,
McDonald's, Papa John's, Pino's
Pizza & Italian Restaurant, Sheetz
and Sweet Frog.
Subway, located at both
Longwood Landings and The
.Shops at Walmart, will soon be
among these locations.
Sampier said students have asked

the LancerCard Center for Lancer
CA$H recognition at Subway
since the program's start. She said
the local branch is "under new
management now, and they are
very excited to be accepting Lancer
CA$H"
As for future Lancer CA$H sites,
Sampier said she has reached out
to Food Lion and is waiting for a
response.
She would also like to see a
hair salon and Main Street Lanes
accept the currency in the future.
She hopes that the university's
Office of Parking Services will also
soon recognize Lancer CA$H as
currency.
"Ifs up to the merchant to dedde
to participate in the program or
not, so all we can do is reach out

to them and try to work with them
and show that ifs a positive thing
for both the merchant and the
student," Sampier said.
Students, faculty and staff can
deposit money into their Lancer
CASH accounts online, at the
LancerCard Center in room G22 of
Lancaster Hall and at the two AddValue Stations located on the lower
levels of Lankford Student Union
and Greenwood Library.
The Add-Value Stations are
expensive, according to Sampier,
and there are no plans to add
another location in the near future.
She said she would like to see how
successful the current centralized
locations are before adding new
stations.

therotundaonline.com NEWS 10.2.13

The Town of Farmville Approves Plans for The Townes at Sunchase
Town of Farmville has approved
the site plans for Phase I of
Editor-in-Chief
the addition. MSC submitted
Sunchase,
a
Farmville the plans in conjunction with
apartment community located Timmons Group, a Richmondengineering
and
at 501 Sunchase Blvd., is slated based
technology
firm.
to feature a new addition called
Steigman said the development
The Townes at Sunchase.
of
Sunchase, which he described
According to Trey Steigman,
as
"a master-planned, mixedvice president for development
of
Management
Services use development," has been
Corporation (MSC), Sunchase's in progress for more than 10
developer and residential and years. This process includes
commercial property manager, both the current apartments and
there is no set construction start "plans to add and grow as the
date for the project. He predicted growth of Farmville continues,
that the final cost will range from [which is] certainly associated
with the growth of Longwood
$200-250,000.
However, Steigman said The University."
BECCA LUNDBERG

The Townes at Sunchase,
according to Steigman, will be
built with the purpose to "serve
the demands of the Greater
Farmville Area marketplace."
The plans for Phase I call for
18 subdivision lots that are
"designed for upscale townhouse
product," said Steigman.
"The Townes will provide a
unique opportunity for anyone
interested
in
'maintenance
free' townhouse living with
integrated garages or walk-out
basements, and walkable access
to shared community amenities
and common areas," Steigman
added.
Steigman said that other future

projections for Sunchase include
another national brand hotel,
a professional office site and a
number of retail and restaurant
sites.
According to one of the
official site plans, the future food
service options include a 5,000
square-foot restaurant pad site,
a 4,250 square-foot drive-thru
restaurant and a 4,000 squarefoot restaurant.
Steigman said the proposed
phases will be built one at a time.
Sunchase currently includes
apartment spaces Sunchase at
Longwood Apartments and The
Greens at Sunchase, Hampton
Inn Farmville, Sunchase Cinema

8 and The Shoppes at Sunchase.
Steigman said there are
presently
about
400
plus
residents living at Sunchase.
Sunchase at Longwood, which
he said is "more typically geared
to a student market," consists of a
four-bedroom, four-bath set-up.
The Greens at Sunchase feature a
two or three-bedroom, two-bath
and four bedroom, four bath
set-up and are targeted toward
professionals and graduates.
Amenities available to
Sunchase residents include a
clubhouse, pool, business and
fitness centers, 44-seat movie
theater, sundeck, party and
game rooms, and basketball and

volleyball courts, as reported on
the Sunchase web page.
Steigman described Sunchase
Cinema 8 as a "modem movie
experience" that "draws people
from not only Farmville but the
surrounding five or six counties."
According to Sunchase's
website.
The
Shoppes
at
Sunchase
feature
Virginia
Employment
Commission,
U.S. Cellular, Sunflower Nails,
Advance América and Quiznos.
Subs.
The ultimate goal for the
Sunchase development, said
Steigman, is to provide residents
the opportunity to "live, work
and play all in the same location."

SGA Discusses Student and Faculty Use of Canvas and TurboVote
BECCA LUNDBERG

Editor-in-Chief

Student
Government
Association (SGA) President
Haley Vest began the Senate's
Tuesday, Oct. 1 meeting with
the swearing in of Tristan
Cunninghman as Residential
and Commuter Life Advisory
Board representative..
The SGA then went into
a special open forum regarding
parking and transportation in
the Longwood community.
For more information about
this session, see page one article
"SGA Holds Special Open

Forum to Address Parking and
Transportation Concerns."
The SGA then went into a
general open forum. According
to a student in the gallery, there
are student concerns about
faculty's use of Instructure's
Canvas,
the
university's
Learning Management system,
or lack thereof in some cases.
Vice President Steven Sommer
said he will write a request to
Faculty Senate. The plan is to
ask that faculty post syllabi on
Canvas at minimum.
For Vesf s Executive Report,
she mentioned that Longwood
is almost losing its first place

spot in the state-wide university
competition for the largest
amount of students signed up
for online voter registration tool
TurboVote.
She said Christopher
Newport University is very
close to Longwood in the race.
She encouraged students to
tell others about TurboVote
to continue to increase the
amount of Longwood students
registering with the tool.
Historian Paige Rollins then
brought two constitutions to the
Senate for approval. The Senate
approved several revisions to
The Rotunda's constitution.

The motion to approve the
constitution for the Operation
Smile Club alsopassed. According
to a club representative, the
Operation Smile Club's mission
is to help children in third world
countries with cleft lip« and deft
palates, increase awareness of
the international organization
and what they do, promote
leadership and empowering
students and fundraise. She said
it takes only $240 for a child to
have this type of surgery.
Treasurer Alex Julian then
went into this week's Student
Finance Committee (SFC) report.
The SFC meets every Thursday

in Lankford Student Union's
Amelia Room at 6 p.m. Julian
recommended
that
senators
attend to understand the process
of money allocation.
On behalf of SFC, Julian moved
to allocate $222.77 to Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity a for rental car
fee. Phi Beta Sigma previously
drove to a national conference in
Philadelphia.
The organization was allocated
funding last semester, but was
not able to receive it because
SGA'sfiscalyear ended on July 1.
The Senate moved to re-allocate
the funds. Vest said the SGA will
work hard to ensure students

understand
the
allocation
policy to prevent this issue from
occurring again.
The SGA approved the motion
to allocate $5,000 to the Student
Union Advisory Board for this
year's Howl-O-Scream trip to
Busch Gardens.
These funds will pay for two
buses, including the Longwood
Bus and a charter bus, and
a partial ticket discount for
students to alleviate the overall
cost.
Next week's SGA Meeting will
take place in the BC rooms of the
Student Union at 3:45 p.m.

Dr. Jordan's Anuual Bonfire Brings Students & Faculty to Her Field
KELYNN KEEGAN

Opinion Editor

The spirit of Longwood was
alive and well at Professor of
Anthropology Dr. Jim Jordan's
annual bonfire Monday night,
marking the beginning of
Oktoberfest week activities.
Despite the chilly weather,
crowds of students and faculty
headed to Iler Field to gather
around the roaring fire and
hear the history behind the
Oktoberfest event.
The event highlighted many
unique aspects of Longwood
life. The camaraderie of students
gathering together from all

classes and majors to hear the
lecture was indicative of what
makes the university as a whole
stand out in comparison to larger
institutions. In anticipation of
the start of the lecture, groups
of students gathered around the
field, sharing past experiences
they'd had at the lecture before,
and excitedly detailing the
events to come, often to freshmen
new to the campus. One of the
hottest topics of this chatter was
Jordan's ghost stories lecture to
be held later in October.
As the lecture began, the chatter
died to a respectful quiet as the
crowd was riveted by the history
behind the Oktoberfest events.

Speaking from his podium,
Jordan captivated the crowd
with his stories, and though the
lecture was brief, all were left
with a far better understanding
of the unique traditions of
Oktoberfest at Longwood.
Following the lecture, attendees
were invited to a refreshment
table,
and the floodlights
switched on over the field so
students and faculty could
mingle despite the dying flames.
Though the weather was chilly,
many remained to discuss
the • upcoming Spirit Week
events, including the costume
contests. Color Wars and band
performances.

Photo By: Contributor Mk
ie Krapf
Students gather around the bonfire on Iler Field to listen to Dr. Jim Jordan's stories about the origin of the university's annual Oktoberfest celebration. The bonfire was considered the official kick-off for the Geist Chapter of Mortar
Board's weekend-long event. Jordan's Ghost Stories will take place in late October.

Photo By: Contributor Mike Kropl

Hedda Gabler Leaves Audiences Shocked
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The set, with its oddly placed
steel arches and manic-looking
dock as the main focal point,
looked like what one would
imagine the inside of a Disney
villain's brain to look like. This
proved rather appropriate given
Hedda Gabler's overall morality
and personality.
Every so often the lights on
the dock face would change
to a vibrant red color without

warning which helped
to
build the overall tension that's
necessary to make this particular
show work.
Williams makes no connection
of herself to her character and
sees them differently even after
her amazing performance. "I do
not think I can relate to the things
she goes through in her life. I
am ¿ s o not a sodopath with no
emotion or empathy. However;
I do see a desperation in her

for freedom from her bondages
as a female," said Williams
regarding her character. T h e
responsibilities that she had as
a woman of that society were
certainly a torturous affair, and I
know I would have been just as
frustrated as she was."
At one point in the show Hedda
changes costumes into a vibrant
pink gown that nicely sets her
apart from all the other characters
who wear more muted colors. All

and all, the show was a technical
success.
"We started out strong from the
first rehearsal to the first show
and I am very confident that we
will continue to make a solid
case for this play," said Williams.
"Ibsen would be so proud!"
Longwood
University's
Department
of
Theatre's
next show is "The Love Of
Three Oranges," which opens
November 7.
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Longwood's Department of Theatre premieres Henrik H
Ibson's classic play "Hedda Gabler." The production is hiH of
sinister mood and grabs the audience's attention throughout

News/Features
Changes on the Horizon for Office of Student Conduct and Integrity
_

EMILY ALLEN

Contributor
After 10 years of service as
director of the Longwood
University Office of Student
Conduct and Integrity, Dr.
Richard Chassey abruptly left
the position and the university
.in spring 2013 in a move that
Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president
for Student Affairs, called "a
decision on [013886/8] part."
Taking Chassey7 s place is
Stephanie Rowland, J.D.
"Her strength in policy
development and policy writing
were things that I saw that
really were strengths that she
possessed, so I was really excited
to have someone of her quality
accept the position," Pierson said
of Rowland.
Rowland, wife of Dr. Bryan
Rowland, chief development
officer, joined the university

-
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staff last year. She assumed the
position of a policy analyst for the
•«accreditation program through
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACs)
reaffirmation office before taking
her current position.
Rowland, a former attorney in
the state of Virginia, is eager to
be in a position where she can
not only flex her legal prowess
but also be more involved and
connected with the student body.
"The student-run aspect is
wonderful and also very rare ...
it really fosters the educational
aspect of the board," Rowland
said.
While Rowland doesn't foresee
any changes in structure for either
the Conduct or Honor Boards
in the immediate future, she is
implementing serious changes
to the Student Handbook in both
appearance and policy.
Any modifications made to

•
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the handbook will be done in
conjunction with die Community
Standards Team, which consists
of Longwood University Police
Department (LUPD) Chief of
Police Bob Beach and LUPD
Sergeant Stuart Raybold; Student
Affairs staff members Matey Cole,
Jonnelle Davis, Danny Fulcher,
Cameron Patterson and Jean
Wilwohl; Dr. Eric Laws, associate
professor of psychology; Jordan
McWilliams, Honor Board Chair;
Darnell Royster, Conduct Board
Chair; and Shana Hoffman,
Conduct Board vice chair.
Members of individual offices
on campus will also be involved
in any rewrites to sections
pertaining to their area of
expertise.
One of the areas under heavy
focus in the reworking of policies
is the university's alcohol policy.
"There are things in there that
are old, just really old, as far as
.m

m
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Asst. Features Editor
The committee for Longwood's
175th
anniversary
meets
regularly to discuss ways to
bring the school, alumni and the
Farmville community together
to celebrate Longwood's history.
This past Friday, the committee
held one of these meetings.
The framework of the committee
was as follows. Each department
picked
two
representatives
to join this committee, and
those two were paired up to
contribute what they could to die
celebration. Other committees,
such as Public Relations, the
Student
Event
Committee,
Academic Event Committee and
the Town Event Committee, have
been working behind the scenes
to make all of this possible.
The committee strives to think
of ways to involve students, not
just adults. The committee is
constantly asking students for
feedback or suggestions.
The Public Relations group
created the Longwood 175
website.
The Student Events
Committee is responsible for

planning fun activities all year
while sticking to our beloved
Longwood traditions. Student
Events is planning on having
a big birthday party in March
to
celebrate
Longwood's
anniversary; the exact date and
time are to be announced. The
tentative plan is during the week
before Spring Break, which is
also the week of the anniversary.
The Academic Event Committee
is very similar to the Student
Events Committee. The Academic
Event
Committee
handles
activities like die American
Shakespeare
Center's
play,
"The Merry Wives of Windsor,"
that came to Longwood. The
committee has also been putting
together a lecture series in which
they have been attempting to get
well-known people and dress
them up in Longwood gear.
The Town Event Committee
is responsible for bringing the
Town of Farmville and the
university together. The Town
Event Committee helps in the
organization of activities like
Rock the Block.
There are also many ideas that
are still being decided upon. The
Students Events Committee has

been trying to work a deal out
with Barnes and Nobles where
they might consider offering a
discount to Longwood students.
The committee is also looking
into obtaining a pictorial CD.
During
die
week-long
anniversary celebration, there
also may be a spirit week.
Dorrill Dining Hall's (D-Hall)
Birthday Dinner will also take
place during this week. Also, die
monddy giveaways that have
been occurring outside of D-Hall
is also because of Longwood's
175th Committee. The committee
has been planning monthly
giveaways by having different
sponsors each month. In
March, the 175th Anniversary
Committee will be its own
sponsor.
You don't want miss a single
moment of this year-long
event because it is history in
die making. The university
community deserves to celebrate
its past and look forward to die
future. Longwood still has a
long way to go. It may be getting
older, but that just means that it
has seen a great deal more than
any of us have in our lifetime.

NIKKI CHAFFELLE

H.O.P.E. stood for Heartland
Opportunities for Partnerships
and Empowerment; it was a
non-profit organization that
recently was de-designated as a
community action program by
the Virginia Department of Social
Service.
According to the H.O.P.E.
Community Services webpage,
H.O.P.E.'s mission was to help
out and offer services to lower
income families. For nearly 40
years, H.O.P.E. has been funded
by federal and state programs
and has helped out seven
counties.
Evan Jones, assistant editor of
the Southside Messenger, stated,
"H.O.P.E.'s programs are run
by a state department and the
employees of H.O.P.E. are paid
by the state. The state provides
a grant that gives money for
H.O.P.E. to pay their employees
and ptay roll taxes."
Jones added, "There was a
hundred thousand dollars that
came in toward November and
December payroll taxes in 2011
and the check wasn't written by
the state government to the IRS, it
was written to the organization."
T h e organization took die
money and cashed the check, but
didn't spend it on payroll taxes.
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i e n ' f really
fttallV any
code there isn't
recommended sanctions at all,"
Pierson explained.
Pierson added, "Should there
be some guidelines for die board
to follow that the students can
see? 'What kind ofresultsmight I
expect from this kind of violation
for academic dishonesty versus
stealing versus something else'
you know, how do you go about
that? I want her to work with die
boards on that, and so I think that
will be a healthy thing for us."
With all these changes on die
horizon,
the
administration
seems hopeful about die future of
die Conduct and Honor Boards.
According to Pierson, in the end,
it all comes back to the students.
"We want students to succeed,"
Pierson said. "We want students
to understand with, clarity
and own responsibility for
themselves."
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So, for the time being all of their
grants have been suspended, all
of their employees have been
fired and everyone who is there
at this point is a volunteer" Jones
continued.
After die incident took place,
die police were called.
Jones said, "I went to a couple
meetings, and more than of half
of the board, who supported
die Executive Director and her
position left and walked out
during the meeting."
Jones added, "There were six
board members remaining and
they determined the meeting
had not been adjourned and still
conduct business and voted to
ask for the executive director's
resignation and voted to put
together a plan to attempt to save
the organization. Everyone is
fighting to keep die organization,
but they are many bills that still
need to be paid."
Dr. Henry Featherston, die
organization's interim executive
director is new and was not
connected to this incident but
he is a member and is fighting
for the organization and trying
to bring them out of die negative
lime light.
Featherston said, "The name
has changed due to some
negative publicity about H.O.P.E.
in die service areas that we have
been with and worked with six

§International Students Speak
~

RACHEL H U , CHINA

ïj Contributor
ZZ Hi everyone, here is me again,
— Rachel from China. I was so
3 honored that I got to have a littie
— space on The Rotunda to talk
EL about how I feel about being
here and had a chance to give
— those who feel panic being in a
— whole brand new environment
~ some suggestions. This time, I
~ would like to talk about how
— American college culture is so
~ different from Chinese college
— culture.
— What surprised me the most
= is how important socialize is
— in America. What happens in
— China is if you socialize too
~ much, die teachers will literally
IS tell you to slow down, focus on
~ academics. What most of the
££ teachers' interest in is do we
~ learn enough knowledge from
— class, even though we only have
S one final test at die end of the
— semester. Or hâve we started
— to get prepared for gradúate
~ school yet, apparently for some
^ reason they try to brainwash
~ us all to go to graduate school.

As a result, not many people
are interested in socializing. If
it does not matter why do we
even bother?
Relatively, we do not have
that many opportunities to
get involved. Wé do not have
any fraternities or-sororities. I
am not saying how awesome
Greek organizations are, but
it is a way to prevent from
getting sunk into social graves.
However; we do have some
clubs and student associations.
I think it is because there is no
advisory board or any other
legit forms of management
to formalize those clubs and
student associations, once you
paid your dues, most of diem
just disappear. So every time
when diere is an involvement
fait we will think they just
want money from us to buy
beers.
Another thing I really like
about colleges here is you
always have a chance to choose
what you would like to pursue.
If you do not like your majors,
people are always like go take
other classes and explore what

you are really interested in, »•••
as long as you can afford theZZ
tuition so to speak. If you do—
not like your roommates o r ^
your dorms, there are always ~
somebody you can talk to and —
eventually you can have n e w ^
roommates or dorms.
But in China, we cannot—
change our majors, which ~
are determined right after w e Z
finished high school. We cannot—
change our dorms either; S
roommates are last for four ZI
years. There is nothing wrong —
with the way we do in China. ~
We have fewer possibilities but 11
we get efficiency if you think—
about it
J
At last, I still want to say that it H
is fantastic to experience some —
differences. Only when you I I
have interaction with different Z
things, you start to realize the 3
positive and negative aspects Zj
about yourself. Furthermore, =
when you know there is always —
a difference,, you will, start to~
respect people from different—
cultures. At least I will not-j;
think everything is the same as ~
in China.
ZZ
_
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SGA Addresses Parking and
Transportation Concerns
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

By Winter Break or the beginning
of the spring semester; Beach
said there will be a réévaluation
of all campus parking. However;
he said that it will be a process.
Rice said Lancer Park visitor's
parking spaces are marked in
different counties."
purple on the parking maps.
Featherston added, "The formal Anyone can park in these spaces
persons that worked at H.O.P.E. when visiting Lancer Park
gave it a bad name, so we residents. Ihe process for visitor
thought it would be appropriate parking on campus is more
to change the name from H.O.P.E. extensive.
to New Horizons,"
SGA Senator Queen Burrell
"We started from scratch and psked if there could be FAB lines
everyone who used to work here " m a t drive separately to Lancer
has been terminated or resigned (Park and Longwood Village.
as of July 2. I am die interim Rice said this depends on student
executive director and have feedback.
started work on July 29. Our
"We can do what you want,
goal has been to change H.O.P.E., but we need to know enough
which is now New Horizons, information to make it worth the
and turn it around. The first part effort to do," Rice added.
of this change has been to come
Rice said there are about 272
up with a new name." He added. beds and 250 cars at Longwood
Fea thereon mentioned a few Village, so a separate FAB route
of New Horizons services, by to die apartment community
stating, "We are providing may not be helpful. However,
services for people to get help she said it is a possibility that
with their light bill, if they have students may take die FAB
a cut off notice for their light bill. more if there is a direct line to
Starting ... Sept. 30, we have a Longwood Village.
tutoring and mentoring program
Beach reminded meeting
for youth."
attendees that die Town of
Featherson added, "We are Farmville pays for the FAB and
also going to try to provide some its insurance, and die university
affordable housing to this area."
pays die FAB in return.
For more information, those
He added that the influx of
interested can call New Horizons students in Lancer Park "has
at 434-315-8990 or email New been a very significant change
Horizons at hopecsva®gmail. for us ... adjusting to that change
com.
is going to take some time."
New Horizons is located on He said the university might
103 South Main Street, Farmville, even extend the bus lines if the
VA 23901.
ridership numbers continue to
increase.

H.O.P.E. Transformed into a New
Program Called New Horizons
Asst. News Editor
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The 411 on Longwood's 175th
Anniversary: Walking in behind
Closed Doors
CHRISTINA CREECH

!«! —
tt_ J1 1. L.. i L a t_ _
if sororities and fraternities can Handbook by the beginning
have alcohol at their parties on of die spring 2014 semester
campus and things like that; with the goal of making it more
there are things that are not manageable, user-friendly and
done anymore that are still in accessible to die student body.
Rowland is currendy looking
the handbook that need to be
into
working with online
removed," Rowland said.
publication
creator Issuu to
"I think that if s important that
design
a
cleaner,
easier to
there's an ongoingreviewof those
navigate
and
more
visually
policies," Pierson explained. "At
appealing
online
version
of the
one time, you got the three strike
handbook.
policy, [there] was a disciplinary
The policies inside of this
probation for thefirstoffense, we
reevaluated that and looked at it handbook are vital for students
and we went to admonition on to understand, and Rowland
that. I thought that was a good believes the current design and
framework does not allow for
change."
Rowland also expressed that to happen easily.
Another change Pierson is
interest in reworking the sexual
misconduct policy, last visited in hoping Rowland will bring to the
system is more defined sanctions,
2012.
especially
for the Honor Board.
Along with
policy
"For die conduct policies we
changes,
R o w l a n d
hopes
to have done a have recommended minimum
complete redesign of die Student sanctions, and for die honor

Paid Camp, a Lancer Park
resident, said something many
students have noticed is that the
Campus Direct FAB schedule
does not seem as predictable as
previous years. He said it would
be easier for the FAB to arrive
at quarter after and quarter till
every hour.
Beach added that die FAB's
arrival is sometimes affected by
morning rush hour.
Logan Miller, senior class
president, said some Lancer Park
North Campus students have
been parking in the spots near the
townhouses or main apartments,
blocking these residents from
parking in spaces near their
apartments.
He
suggested
possibly designating parking
spaces for certain buildings with
signs in the future.
Rice sa|d it is important for
Lancer Park Resident Assistants
to introduce parking by one's
respective building as a topic.
She expressed the importance of
"being good neighbors."
SGA
Webmaster
Kasey
Haddock asked if it was possible
to comment on FAB drivers'
performances.
Adams
said
anyone with comments can
contact die FAB office at 434-392RIDE and ask to speak with her.
Mooney added that all of die
buses have camera and audio
surveillance that can be accessed
to investigate any comments.
Graduate representative
Chelsea Carroll said there is a
great deal of graduate students
who are unable to find parking
spots before 6 p.m. and end up
being late to class.
Rice said she will make sure

to investigate the volume of the
lots at that time. She did say,
however, dial "proximity to
academic space [is] not always
possible." She said if the issue
is that students do not want to
walk long distances to parking
spaces, escorts or LUPD officers
can walk with them to their cars.
As for Oktoberfest which
takes place from Friday, Oct. 4
to Saturday, Oct 5, Mooney said
die FPD will have a checkpoint
on High Street in front of die
Rotunda from 11 p.m. to 1
a.m. each night. He said the
department's goal is to keep
traffic down and look for drunk
drivers. The FPD will also be
stationed at another location in
town further away from campus.
Beach told students to "have
a good time" during Oktoberfest
but to be "conscious and aware."
"We're not here to get you
in trouble, but we too have
to maintain order in this
community," said Beach.
Beach mentioned that on
Tuesday, Oct 8, "Coffee with die
Chief" will take place at Java City
at 9 a.m. He said this is an open
forum event where students can
ask him and Rice any questions
while enjoying a cup of coffee.
Spates said students can attend
Farmville Town Council meetings
every second Wednesday of the
month at 7 p.m. at Farmville
Town Hall at 116 N. Main Street.
Students with additional
parking
and
transportation
concerns can contact Sommer at
steven.sommerClive.longwood.
edu or Vest at haley.vestClive.
longwood.edu.
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Oktoberfest: All You Need To Know For the Annual LU Celebration

with other exciting events. The
first of these events was Dr.
Asst. Features Editor
Jordan's Bonfire on filer Field
Sunday night. Students were
T-shirts, spirit days, bonfires,
able to hear stories of the start of
bands, Colors Wars.
These
Oktoberfest.
are just a few of the ways
Spirit Week has also been taking
Longwood's campus celebrates
place this week, leading up to
Oktoberfest.
Color Wars. Color Wars will be
Oktoberfest is sponsored by the
held on Der Field on Friday, Oct.
Geist Chapter of Mortar Board.
4 at 5 p.m. If you are graduating
Mortar Board is an honor society
in an odd year, you are a member
represented by 39 university
of the Green Class. If you are
seniors. According to their web
graduating in an even year, you
page, Mortar Board promotes
are a member of the Red Class.
equal opportunities for everyone
Monday was Longwood Spirit
on campus.
Day. Students who participated
The theme of this year's
wore their Lancer gear.
Oktoberfest is "Throwback to
Tuesday was '90s Fashion Day.
the '90s." Considering how
Students around campus wore
many Longwood students grew
clothes they believed represented
up in the '90s, if s bound to be
that era.
a reminiscent celebration. This
Today, Wednesday, is Spice
week, Longwood's campus has
Girls and Boy Bands Day. Expect
been preparing for Oktoberfest
CHRISTINA CREECH

to see plenty of 'NSYNC and
Backstreet Boys look-a-likes in
addition to your favorite Spice
Girls.
Thursday is Oktoberfest T-Shirt
Day, so wear your Oktoberfest
shirt and match the rest of
campus. Thursday is also the
day of the Alzheimer's Walk.
Registration starts at 4:30 p.m.,
and the walk starts at 5 p.m.
Friday is Class Color Day. Make
sure to wear your class color
(red or green) and represent
your Color Wars team. Campus
should be a flood of red and
green. However, change into a
white T-Shirt before Color Wars
starts, and you'll end up with a
cool tie-dye shirt by the end of
the battle.
Also, Battle of the Bands is
on Friday too. Sponsored by
WMLU, Battle of the Bands

is where different bands will
compete against each other. All
of campus is invited to come
watch the performances behind
the Lankford Student Union.
During the day on Saturday,
different
organizations
will
be behind Lankford Student
Union and on Stubbs Lawn with
fun and interactive activities.
Campus clubs and organizations
will set up booths where they will
be selling all sorts of different
things, such as crafts, foods and
there may even be some slime.
Oktoberfest is a can't miss
event. Even if you haven't heard
of the bands that are playing,
you might get introduced into
some: new music that you really
like. At the very least, you will
have a good time with friends,
checking out the booths by the
different organizations.

Longwood Then and Now: Alumni who are
Now Working at Their Alma Mater Weigh In
respected, that the changes are
very subtle yet always fun.
Features Editor
CHI has always been an
intently celebrated tradition at
Longwood has had a very
Longwood. Some of the alumni
long history, coming up on 175
mentioned how scary CHI used
years.
to be. Then, CHI walks took
Longwood has produced
place at midnight and were
amazing individuals who have
much more intense.
gone on to do great things, but,
Bettie Bass, who attended
some come back to where their
Longwood in the 1970s, said
journey all began.
that the whole town would shut
Some have even graduated
down for Oktoberfest.
and come back to Longwood to
It brought many families and
begin or continue their careers.
children to campus; much of
And these alumni are not just
this involvement may have
recent graduates.
had something to do with the
Michael Barnett, desktop
road that used to run straight
support services manager in
through where Brock Commons
the ITS department, came to
is located today.
Longwood because he wanted
The road had a very different
the atmosphere of a smaller
impact on Longwood's campus.
sized school, as well as a school
Many alumni said that the road
that was the appropriate
made the university more open
distance away from home.
to the community.
While at Longwood for school,
It helped bring the community
he lived in North Cunningham
closer to the student body
for all four years and will be
and did not "dose o f f the
incredibly sad to see those
university.
buildings go.
There is no apparent
Barnett had also met his wife
negativity toward the changes to
while attending Longwood
Brock Commons today, the road
and throughout their time here,
just brought a different dynamic
would take her on dates to the
to Longwood.
weekly movie sponsored by the
Greg Tsigaridas, who
Student Union.
graduated in 1994 and works
Larry Robertson, dean of
as a systems engineer in ITS,
Students, remembered the exact
mentioned the Greek Walks
rooms he lived in. He spent one
being a much bigger and more
year in Cox and three years in
intense event.
Curry.
Others have commented that
After spending four years at
students used to go to the Greek
Longwood, Robertson headed
Walks just to watch the antics
to James Madison University for
unfold.
graduate school. He returned
Tsigaridas also stated that the
to Longwood in 1992, left again
Christmas tree that dons Ruffner
for Virginia Tech and returned
during the holidays, used to be
again in 2004. He has been here
a real tree.
ever since.
Bass also added that looking
Robertson said the traditions
for CHI droppings in the tree
he remembers most as a student
was a very big deal.
were the parades and the very
The way eating dinner at the
distinct class divisions during
dining hall has evolved is the
Oktoberfest.
biggest difference in Longwood
The traditions at Longwood
then and now.
are many years old and so well

E J DOWUNG

From what was said, students
had to find a group of around
eight people to eat with. Those
eight would be assigned a table
number and arrive at the dining
hall, which, at this point in
history, was located in Blackwell
Hall.
The arrival of 6:00 p.m. meant
dinner for the entire campus.
Everyone waited in line to get
to dinner and if people were
already at your table when you
arrived, you had to scramble to
find another one.
Once you finally found your
tablé, you and your friends
were served family style, in
which waitress would serve
you. Crazy, right?
When Longyvood College
changed to what we know
today as Longwood University,
it was hard for some alumni to
grasp.
Robertson spoke on the
matter, saying that a majority
of the people just like the small
size that is associated with the
word "college."
However, Longwood is still,
in many ways, a very united
campus.
People at Longwood used to
meet at the Rotunda. Another
important gathering place on
campus was the ballroom of
the Student Union.
Barnett pointed out that,
today, you can walk through
the student union and not see
anyone.
It is not that students are
scarce these days; it is just that
times have changed. Today,
there is television, movies,
video games and the Internet.
Back when some alumni were
going to Longwood, if you had
a black and white television
and a VCR, you had the "it
room."
"A lot more hanging out
happened," said one alumnus
with the agreement of many

others.
There were two big hangout
spots in town, the Red Lion Inn
and the Nottingham. There,
there were dances and mixers,
and the use of the Cabin at the
Longwood House.
Though times have changed,
Longwood has kept our
traditions, and our love and
spirit for the white and blue
alive, so change is good.

TENTATIVE
OKTOBERFEST
SCHEDULE:
10 A.M.- 11:30 A.M.: DJ
11:30 A.M.-2:30 P.M.:
SPIRIT LEADERS,
KL0WNS AND STUDENT
ENTERTAINMENT AND DJ
2:45 P.M.-3:15 P.M.: SAM
HUNT POETRY READING
3:30 P.M.-4:20 P.M.:
REALITY RITES BACK.
4:30 P.M.-5:30 P.M.:
STARTIN' SOMETHIN'
5:45 P.M.-6:45 P.M.:
CHASE RISE
7:00 P.M.-8:00 P.M.:
TRAVIS PORTER
8:15 P.M.-9:15 P.M.: THE
HUNTS
9:30 P.M.-10:45 P.M.
RERELUTION
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Zeta Tau Alpha Contributes
to Breast Cancer Research
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Every October, Zeta
Tau Alpha Fraternity
nationally
celebrates
Breast Cancer Awareness
Month.
With Breast Cancer
Awareness and Education'
being
our
National
Philanthropy,
members
in chapters across the
country create special
events
to
increase
awareness
and
early
detection for this cause.
Zeta Tau Alpha has
a
partnership
with
the National Football
League to pass out Pink
Ribbons at 28 different

NFL stadiums. ZTA is also
partnered with Yoplait Yogurt
for Save Lids to Save Lives.
The pink lids you see on
Yoplait yogurt during the
month of October are the lids
that ZTA collects. For every
lid collected, Yoplait donates 5
cents to the ZTA Foundation,
and 10 cents to Susan G.
Komen.
Our third and final partnership
is with Susan G. Komçn. Susan
G. Komen is the primary
sponsor for Race for the Cure.
ZTA provides pink T-shirts
and baseball caps for the race
for participants to wear, and
provides the Survivor Program
accommodations.
In honor of Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, Zeta Tau
Alpha (Alpha Chapter) will be

hosting a Pink Week during
the week of October 21-26.
The week will go as follows:
Kiss Away Cancer booth
including educational info
and Hershey kisses on Oct.
22, a Yogurt Eating Contest
with Yoplait Yogurt on Oct.
23, a Spirit Night on Oct. 25
at Buffalo Wild Wings and
for the big finale, a Color Me
Pink 5k on Oct. 26, followed
by a survivor guest speaker
and a balloon release.
ZTA Alpha Chapter is so
enthused to participate in
activities that go toward
such a great cause.
ZTA hopes that the
Longwood Community will
be able to help us "Think
Pink" this month.
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Farmville
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Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity pose with pink ribbons. ZTA partners with the NFL to hand out
these ribbons to 28 stadiums. ZTA is dedicated toraisingawareness and education about breast
cancer and has planned several events on campus for the month of October to help with their National
Philanthropy.
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Features
'A Conversation About Hazing'
with HazingPrevention.org
Founder Tracy Maxwell

Cormier Honors College Serves
the Community at Hull Springs

hazing remain "shrouded in
secrecy." Bringing light to the
subject is what Maxwell believes
will keep harm to a minimum.
As part of National Hazing
Involving the audience of
Prevention Week (NHFW), all
sorority and fraternity members,
students involved with Greek
along with other interested
life on campus were encouraged
students, Maxwell began a
to attend "A Conversation
conversation.
About Hazing," a seminar
She asked them to take five
hosted by Tracy Maxwell on
minutes to discuss with their
Sept. 25. Maxwell founded
brothers and sisters the specific
HazingPrevention.org and is a
examples
of hazing
they
representative of Campuspeak.
have heard about, witnessed
com. She spoke to educate and
or experienced that caused
enlighten the student body
discomfort.
about the damaging effects of
Students shared these stories
hazing, including those that
with Maxwell and their peers in
may not even be recognized as
a discussion setting. Shocking
harmful.
and grotesque, these experiences
Valerie Olijar, the president
were met with gasps and
of the Theta Chi chapter of the
whispers.
Order of Omega at Longwood
She urged the audience to use
University, was first to the
caution when faced with rumors
stage to welcome the upcoming
or stories about hazing.
speaker.
"When I go to colleges, I
The Order of Omega is a
always ask students to share
Greek Honor society established
things that they've heard,"
to recognize leadership and
Maxwell said. "And ifs hard
exceptional
work
within
to know if thafs one of those
collegiate Greek life.
urban legends thafs not true or
As the topic of hazing is a
if there's someone who really
serious one, Maxwell's predoes that. Most rumors have
written introduction lightened
some basis in fact, so at some
the atmosphere in Jarman
point, something like that may
Auditorium. Her introduction,
have happened. And that rumor
available , on Campuspeak.
circulates forever."
com,
included
background
Each of the five examples that
information about her work to
were brought up were about
prevent hazing but also random
fraternities.
facts about her as an individual. included an onion hanging from
No one shared examples
her neck, Maxwell remembers
"She is here today to have a
about
sororities.
Maxwell
the experience fondly.
conversation with us about a
"It was hazing," she said. addressed this as an incorrect
topic that is often shrouded in
"However, far from being stereotype and said that hazing
secrecy," Olijar said in the closing
scarred by this experience or is widespread.
of Maxwell's introduction.
According to Maxwell,
having it be a negative thing for
She further added, "Her goal
hazing
happens in all kinds of
me, I loved it," she admitted.
is for you to think and feel about
organizations
and is not limited
"I got to stand out as someone
hazing in a new way and feel
to
just
Greek
life,
or specifically
special, someone who got picked
empowered to do something
to be a part of a prestigious fraternities. Workplaces, the
about i t . . . "
military and middle schools
organization."
Maxwell proceeded to inform
Maxwell stressed that this is have all faced the issue of hazing
the audience of her own
often how hazing continues as well.
experiences with hazing. As
Closing with stories of young
to be a tradition in so many
the founder of a website like
men and women she has met
organizations.
HazingPrevention.org,
she
She stated that she has found through her job, Maxwell used
admitted to being frequently
that some people actually want audience involvement and her
asked if she was personally
to be hazed in order to feel closer own experiences to provide
hazed.
to the group. These people are students with more information
"People always ask me about
the ones who often voice their about what exactly hazing is
how I was hazed [or] what
positive opinions about the and how it affects individuals
happened to me," Maxwell said
subject, allowing hazing to go and organizations as a whole.
before pausing. "I was never
on.
hazed."
But because of this, the
Being involved in numerous
negative and harmful views of
high school activities and sports

Someone once told me that there
is no more beautiful blue than
during the month of June as the
summer sky canopies Farmville
and the surrounding countryside.
That phenomenal blue enveloped
the
Longwood
University
Cormier Honors students as they
travelled to their Fall Semester
2013 Retreat at Hull Springs Farm
the weekend of Sept. 13-15.
Freshmen experienced their
first weekend at the lovely 662acre farm with support and
encouragement, a* wonderful
welcome from their fellow
upperclassmen.
Community
engagement in the surrounding
neighborhood led two groups to
opposite sides of the nearby town
of Warsaw, Va.
One group spent early Saturday
morning
straightening and
arranging items for sale at the
Shoppe for Haven's Sake Thrift
Shop, a non-profit enterprise
affiliated with The Haven, an
organization that provides shelter
for victims of physical and sexual
abuse.
As some students cleaned the
grounds outside of the building,
others dusted and re-sorted items
for daily living so that concerned
neighbors are encouraged to
purchase merchandise allowing
for 100 percent of the income
received by the Thrift Shop to
be donated for the welfare of the
mothers and children housed
in the community safe from
their perpetrators and provided
with the guidance necessary
to
re-establish
themselves
in occupations
and living
circumstances that engender

KAYLA BALDINO

Contributor

and going on to join a sorority
in college, Maxwell never
encountered the negative side
of hazing. She then explained
what it is that fuels her passion
for this subject.
Drawing back to an experience
in the sixth grade, Maxwell
elaborated on her schoolsanctioned initiation into the
Beta Club in middle school. This
was her first glimpse into the
issue of hazing.
Even though she was forced
to wear a strange outfit that

"It was hazing" she
said. "However, far
from being scarred
by this experience
or having it be a
negative thing for
me, I loved it," she
admitted. "I got
to stand out as
someone
special,
someone who got
picked to be a part
of a prestigious
organization."

ANN BRADSHAW

Community Submission

landscape
beyond
anyone's
safety.
imagination
and
protected
by
While some students spent the
enormous
trees.
morning working at The Haven
Amid exhausted muscles and
Thrift Shoppe, others traveled
ever-enthusiastic
storytelling,
to a nearby parish to assist in
preparing the parsonage for the day drew to a close as weary
the newly appointed rector. college-aged kids headed toward
Lots of windows to be washed their respective rest soothed
inside and out did not deter our by the cool river breezes and
students from their dedication to country air. Only the light of
dawn awakened the rested crew
community service.
Under the safe and serene ushering in their last, but oh so
cover of awesome blue skies, productive, day of the Cormier
laughter and the sharing of stories Honors College Fall 2013 Retreat.
Students dispatched once more
accompanied the gentle breezes
and the quiet lapping of creek the next morning to remaining
water along the nearby shoreline. areas of yard to unleash .their
Students were eager to offer ever-engaging personalities and
their energy, camaraderie and gardening skills upon the few
good will to the lush grounds remaining areas assigned to be
that are in fact the lab for'which tended. Weeds flew from the
myriad interdisciplinary studies earth, straggly branches found
avail at Hull Spring Farms. themselves clipped to their
They were guided and directed respective re-growth potential
by an ever-enthusiastic and and borders flourished once
knowledgeable Brian Barbre, more in a curvilinear path
education,
programming that embodies the lovely and
and facilities coordinator, for bountiful grounds.
"I love this place ... how
the Longwood-owned
farm.
Students divided into groups to awesome... I feel better than ever
clear overgrown gardens, prune ... when can we return?" were
shrubs away from the Grand among some of the applauding
House, paint windowframesand and appreciative exclamations
clean out years of accumulation that peeled through the clear,
crisp air as students boarded the
in sheds dotting the property.
As the afternoon progressed, Longwood bus for the ride back
upperclassmen shared the fun to Farmville.
A successful experience
adventure of canoeing and
community
engagement,
kayaking with freshmen and of
sophomores. As they practiced interdisciplinary education and
responsibility
their paddling skills, students civic-minded
transfused
the
sensibility
to
kept a watchful eye on each
lifelong
learning
that
is
fostered
other as well as the shoreline
for which they were determined in our natural environment to
to retrieve each and every be re-examined in the classroom
speck of trash that might litter as our students matriculate their
the waters surrounding Hull college years underneath the
Springs Farm. The day grew to singularly beautiful blue skies
a close with students grilling hot that surround our university and
dogs and eating together once the countryside nearby.
again outdoors amid a natural
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Tracy Maxwell, found«- of HazingPrev»ntk>n.org, speaks to Longwood University organizations about the truths,
stereotypes and issues of hazing. She interacts with the crowd, asking members of the organizations to share their
personal experiences with hazing and their ideas on the subject.
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LCVA Welcomes 'Emerging Arts' A Sneak Peek of the Featured
Exhibition from High Schoolers
Bands for Oktoberfest 2013
LAURA MARIONEAUX

Contributor
This last Saturday, Sept. 28, in
Bedford Hall from 2-4 p.m., was an
amazing event. For the first time
ever in Bedford, the Longwood
Center for the Visual Arts and
the
Longwood
University
Department of Theatre, Art and
Graphic and Animation Design
put on an art exhibit called the
"Emerging Arts." Every March
the LCVA puts on an exhibit of
art work created by hundreds of
Kindergarten through twelfth
grade students
from local
counties. Then, in the following
fall, the LCVA joins with
Longwood University's College

of Education and
Human
Services to show off selected
works from the spring exhibit in
Hull.
On Saturday, it featured only
selected high school students'
works from the LCVA's 2012
and 2013 Youth Art Month
Highlights Exhibitions. This
was a great experience for the
young artist from high school
because Longwood's Kappa
Pi (International Honorary Art
Fraternity's) gave tours of the
art building so the students
could gain a greater knowledge
for the possibilities of art after
graduation.
An artist I got to talk to was
from Cumberland High. Alexa
Massey is a 10th grader, and she

made the watercolor painting
Façade. Massey said she wanted
a picture full of emotion, a person
crying. She got inspiration from
a mug shot of a woman who was
crying, which made her wonder
why exactly the woman was
crying. Was it simply because
she was going to prison, or could
there have been other reasons?
Amanda Haymans, the School
Programs Educator from the
LCVA says that the event went
well, and she is interested in
doing it again. There are many
upcoming events put on by the
LCVA, such as "Artwork from
Camp Unity" on display from
Oct. 13 to Jan. 3 and "Create" put
on from Oct. 25 to Jan. 3 of this
year.

MARY CALLENDER

Contributor
Oktoberfest 2013 has a very
promising and diverse lineup
of bands that are sure to please
every student, faculty member
and spectator alike.
For the avid country fan,
Oktoberfest will be hosting two
up-and-coming country singers,
Sam Hunt and Chase Rice. Sam
Hunt is new to the country music
scene. He's currently working on
recording his debut album and
recently co-wrote hit songs for
Keith Urban and Kenny Chesney.
Sam Hunt will be performing on
Lankford Mall from 2:45 to 3:15
Saturday afternoon.
Following Sam Hunt, the '90s
spirit will be kept alive with
a '90s cover band known as
Reality Bites Back. They will
be performing a program of
popular songs, varying from
the Beastie Boys to Metallica
and many more. Come out and
hear them from 3:30 to 4:20 on
Lankford Mall!
Next up from 4:30 to 5:30 will
be the cover band called Startin'
Somethin'.
Their
members
include: Jerel Crockett, David
Ashby, Geoff Bakel, Matt Walton
and Ben White. On their playlist,

Yea," "Go Shorty Go" and "Bring
it Bade."
Following the performance by
Travis Porter will be The Hunts.
Made up of seven brothers and
sisters from Chesapeake, Va.,
The Hunts have been touring
nation and worldwide, singing
their own mix of Indie/folk
music. They'll be performing on
Lankford Mall from 8:15 to 9:15
Saturday night.
Last but not least on the agenda
for Saturday's performances.
Lancer Productions is bringing
us Rebelution, a group known
for their mix of rock, reggae and
world music. The band, formed
in 2004, has five members
including Eric Rachmany, Rory
Carey, Wesley Finley, Marley D
After a quick 15 minute break Williams and Khris Royal, all
in between performances, Travis from Santa Barbara, Ca. Their
Porter will take the stage at musical career has consisted of
Lankford Mall at 7 p.m. Saturday releasing three albums, entitled
evening. The band consists of "Courage to Grow," "Bright
two stepbrothers, Ali and Quez, Side of Life" and, most recently,
and their middle school friend, "Peace of Mind."
The lineup of performances
Strap. They started out calling
themselves the Hard Hitters but for Oktoberfest, brought to
changed their name to Travis the Longwood community by
Porter in 2008. Their first album, Lancer Productions, has a little
entitled "From Day 1," was bit of everything, and everyone
released in 2012. We can expect to is sure to have a spectacular time.
hear a few of their most popular
hip-hop songs, including "Aww

we can expect many covers
of some of Michael Jackson's
greatest hits.
Chase Rice, another up-andcoming country star, will also
be singing at Oktoberfest. His
recent musical accomplishments
include co-writing the hit single
"Cruise," releasing his first
album entitled "Country As Me,"
and his second album following
"Dirt Road Communion." Chase
Rice doesn't just sing though;
he was a linebacker for the
University of North Carolina at
Greensboro football team and
also placed second on the reality
show "Survivor" in the season
"Survivor. Nicaragua." You can
catch Chase Rice's performance
on Lankford Mall at 5:45 p.m.

Message from the
Longwood University Police
Department
a&r

Longwood University Police Department
Abbreviated list of Lost and Found Property
Contact 434-395-2091

mm***

- Flower handbag, pink and yellow, contains math book
and calculator
- Assorted rings |||||
- Various sunglasses
- Various house keys/ Car keys/ Longwood room keys
with and without lanyards
- Clothes, hoodies, hats
C
. *
- Notebooks and binders
- Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority sweatshirt
- Headphones

Let the Games Begin with Lancer
Productions' Bongo Ball
was available for all students at to the music and playing around
no charge until midnight that near the course.
A&E Editor
An approximated 90 students
night.
came
out to attend and play the
The players chose their own
Rules of the game: don't get
event.
teams. The game first came about
hit.
"I was very pleased with the
earlier in the previous spring
On Friday, Sept. 27, Lancer
semester when it was first held turnout for the event, and I was
Productions held the best thing
happy to hear all the positive
in February.
next to Humans vs. Zombies:
Jeffrey Reason, director of feedback that the participants
Bongo Ball. Eight players were
Late Night Programming, was gave me," said Reason.
allowed on the course at a time
He continued, "I had a great
in charge of running the event,
with four people per team.
however he gives credit to the team of people helping me,
Each player was given a air
the weather was nice, the guys
other students that helped out.
soft gun at the start of the game
"This event also would not have who set up the game were very
and they needed to gather the
been possible without the help of friendly and this was an allNerf balls scattered across the
Troy Reeves, Jessica Hamilton, around great event."
area for ammunition.
Lancer Productions meets every
Joseph Achesinski and Sherrale
If a player was hit, or their
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Amelia
Lamb," said Reason.
gun was hit by a Nerf ball, then
Music was played throughout Room of the Student Union and
they were out.
the event, and students could be is open to all students.
The game was held behind
seen hanging out and listening
Lankford Student Union and it

JESSICA GOD ART

On Sept 28,2013, an exhibition was held In Bedford, Longwood University's new art building. The event was a
showcase of local high school students that the LCVA has accumulated and received.
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'Glee' Premiere
Lives Up to its Title
'Love, Love, Love'

'Rush' Inspires Courage With True Story
of Two Men Who Pushed The Limits
and is good with the mechanics
of the cars.
Contributor
Starting in the 1970s, their
rivalry came to a head in the 1976
The new movie "Rush", directed
Formula One racing season, and
by Ron Howard (A Beautiful
took a turn for the worse when
Mind), is a visually stunning,
they raced on the most dangerous
cinematically beautiful movie
track in the world after it has just
with its unique and interesting
rained. Spinning out of control,
camera angels. "Rush" is a true
Lauda was trapped in a searing
story about two famous racecar
inferno of eight hundred plus
drivers, James Hunt (Chris
degrees. His accident changed
Hemsworth) and Niki Lauda
everything including the two
(Daniel Bruhl) whose rivalry
racers' relationships with each
turned them into legends.
other. Because of his accident,
These two racers were polar that was the last race held on that
opposites, but shared a mutual dangerous track.
respect for each other and
This is not just a story about
actually care for each other in
racing
legends
but
about
a way that almost made them
friendship, fear and rivalry. It
friends.
tells the story of two fascinating
Hunt was a hot head playboy
and funny guys who pushed
who was spontaneous and
each other beyond their limits.
aggressive on the track. He raced
Their story is so remarkable that
for the thrill of staring death in
no one would believe it if it were
the face and was most afraid of
not true. Forty-two days after
failure. On the other hand, Lauda
the accident, Lauda raced again
is practical, focused, lives to race
against Hunt, and he claims that

JESSICA GUNTHER

Hunt pushed him to get back in
the car by winning all the races
that Lauda missed.
The angles of the camera
put the audience right in the
middle of the action, and it
made the emotions more real
for the viewers. Everything
came together perfectly to make
this movie work the way it did
to tell the story of two racers
whose courage inspired millions.
The accident scene was heart
poundingly intense even though
the audience was aware what
was coming. Some of the scenes,
especially of the accidents, were
very graphic. Lauda's recovery
was no easy task, but they
showed that with great detail as
well.
Both actors were equally good
in their roles and captured who
these men where through their
dedication to the roles.
A lot of delicate care was taken
when making this movie. The
producers actually pulled in the

real Niki Lauda to help write
the script, and he spent a lot of
time with Bruhl. Unfortunately,
James Hunt died when he
was forty-two. Bruhl nailed
the accent of Lauda and his
personality shown through.
This movie was a great challenge
for Hemsworth who is known
for playing the hero, but in this
one he played a desperate man
who wanted to continue living
his dream of racing, which was
a pretty emotional role for him.
After see the movie, the real
Lauda said that the movie was
very accurate and that it was
like being transported back to
that time and place. When it
came to the accident scene, they
filmed on the exact track and
spot of the accident. With all the
beautiful cinematography and
inspiring true story line, I have
to give this movie four and a
half stars. I highly recommend
this movie for everyone and not
just racing fans.

MONICA NEWELL

Business Manager
This first episode of the fifth
season of "Glee" begins right
after the win at Regionals in the
fourth season's finale. Rachel,
after finding out that she may not
be awarded the part that she was
auditioning for, starts the Beatles
tribute with "Yesterday" while
walking past many notable New
York landmarks that she and Finn
visited in the finale of the second
season. Foreshadowing, anyone?
But before any pondering can
be done there, the viewers are
whisked away to Lima where the
sound of cheering fills the Choir
room as the Glee kids learn that
not only will they be staying on
i topic for more than a week
plus one for continuity), they'll
be singing the Beatles! However,
Glee" loses its continuity point
by having Ryder in the Choir
room when he had announced
that he would be leaving Glee
after Regionals. The viewer is left
to question not only-that but also
when Artie and Kitty became a
couple during "Drive my Car."

After Five Extraordinary Seasons, AMC's
'Breaking Bad' Comes to a Conclusion
BEN STEMBRIDGE

Contributor
With heavy hearts, the world
said goodbye to one of television's
most revered and well received
shows to ever hit the screen. This
past Sunday, Sept. 29, the series
finale of "Breaking Bad" aired on
AMC, as 10.2 million fans from
all over the world watched the
very last chapter of Walter White
unfold.
During its five year reign over
prime time, "Breaking Bad"
left audiences with their jaws
dropped and fists clenched.
Featuring some of the most
numbingly twisted plots to ever
be aired on television, the show
is hailed as one of the best in the
history of American television.
Opening with weary and
determined
Walter
White,
who has fully embraced his
criminal doppelganger and alias
"Heisenberg," the finale featured
a beautiful and cathartic closing
of plot lines. Driving from his
refuge in New Hampshire all the
way back to Albuquerque, N.M.,
armed with nothing but nearly
10 million dollars and a fierce
resolve to finish what he started,
Heisenberg had a long list of
tasks.
Appearing for the first time in
several seasons, Walter's former
friends and colleagues, Elliot and
Gretchen Schwartz, were the first
of Walt's many stops. Having
recently come out against the evil
doings of the drug kingpin, Elliot
is given all of Walter's money
under the instructions to pass
it on to his family as an act of
independent charity. In order to
make sure they complied, Walter
informed them of the imminent
threat of the two best "hit men"
in the region. Turning out to only
be Jesse's old friends Badger and
Skinny Pete with laser pointers
and ski masks, the point was

nonetheless crystal clear to Elliot
and Gretchen.
During the finale, Walt reached
a sort of Dickensian moment of
truth and confession. After years
of explaining that all he does,
he does for his family, Walter
admitted what he was truly
feeling as a brutal drug lord of
the criminal underground. "I
did it for me," he proclaimed
somberly to his scattered and
emotional wife Skylar. "I liked
it. I was good at it," he went
on. After confronting Skylar,
Walt said goodbye to his baby
daughter Holly and caught a
glimpse of his estranged son
Flynn for the last time.

Jesse Pinkman, fan favorite
and overall victim of the actions
of Walter White, was shown
to still be imprisoned by Todd
and Jack Alquist. Being forced
to continue cooking batches of
methamphetamine for the Aryan

Brotherhood, Jesse appeared
to be broken and despondent.
After being led into the AB
complex, Walter looked upon
Jesse and made a decision that
pleased audiences and Jesse fans
everywhere.
Before triggering a makeshift
turret device in his parked car
just outside the building, Walt
wrestled Jesse to the ground in
order to shield him. In a blast of
bullets and blood, an M60 light
machine gun, rigged to a rotating
platform in Walter's trunk,
gunned down all the members
of Jack's crew. Only Jack and
Todd were left (relatively) alive.
Having seen an opportunity,
Jesse uses his restraints to choke
the life out of Todd, as Walt picks
up a pistol and executes Jack.
With their enemies dead, Jesse
picks up a weapon presented
to him by Walt, who had been
struck by a bullet in all the

commotion.
After being told by Walt to
shoot him, Jesse denies him and
drops the gun to the floor. Acting
as a free man for the first time,
Jesse enters a vehicle and drives
off, knowing that the life he
deserves is finally out in front of
him. Heisenberg, knowing that
his job is done, walks into his
meth lab, stolen by Jack. After
pausing to look upon his work,
Walter White takes his last breath
and falls to the floor.
Ending its life in a way that
satisfied all of its millions of
fans, "Breaking Bad" closed
with a bang. After five years of
vicious entertainment, it was
sad to say goodbye to such
an incredible show. Without
doubt, "Breaking Bad" will live
on as a pinnacle of American
television and a favorite to those
who experienced it
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Ending its life in a way that satisfied all of its millions of fans, "Breaking Bad" closed with a bang.

Back to New York where the
viewers are granted a very
special surprise, the sight of
Rachel actually working for a
living! However, before they can
check to make sure they weren't
dreaming, they're whisked back
to Lima where Klaine fans get
their wishes granted and Kurt
gets a solo for the first time in two
seasons singing the first part of
"Got to Get You Into My Life."
Jane Lynch has returned to
Glee" as Cheer Coach, or should
we say Principal Sue? "Glee"
earns its continuity point back
and adds another one when they
not only address why Sue left in
season four but they also address
the time she became principal in
season two.
Kitty and Artie are hiding their
relationship because Kitty needs
the social capital. Why wouldn't
Artie be cool to date? He was on
the football team (is he still on the
team?), he's dated a cheerleader
and he's a senior member of
New Directions who've gone
to Nationals twice and are the
current National Champions
which has made the Glee kids
popular, so what's changed?
Anyway, the montage is shown
while the two lovebirds sing "Got
to Hide Your Love Away."
But enough about that love story,
how about one where the writers
of
"Glee"
get to slam
Russia's
new
laws
outlawing

homosexuality while giving one
of their characters a somewhat
happy ending in the process? Yes,
Blaine (after announcing that he
and Kurt are back together), has
decided to propose and the Glee
kids are all in helping him—
which drops the continuity score
back down to one as season three
can show a different Glee club
and their belief of teen marriage.
Also, why would the competition
(as Blaine enlists the help of
three rival glee teams, including
his former one, the Warblers)
actually help a kid they've either
never met or if said kid was the
reason they got disqualified from
the competition in the first place?
Una discovers that Artie and
Kitty are secretly dating and asks
Artie about it. I f s a sweet gesture
that allows fans to see that even
if you break up (see season one
for more details), you can still be
friends.
But enough about that, we've
got an awkward Rachel moment
to watch where it turns out that
the director of the play Rachel was
auditioning for is eating lunch
during her shift. Rachel takes
over another waitress's shift to
try to plead her case and delivers
a good rendition of "Hard Day's
Night" in the process. Seeing as
season three shows that Rachel
isn't above stalking people to
get what she wants, "Glee" gets a
point for continuity.
Back in Lima, Will and the new
cheer coach quickly learn that
winning Nationals equals job
security. (Also, why is Will even
there? He got married at the end
of last season so shouldn't he be
on his honeymoon now?)
"Glee" gets another continuity
point when they bring up the Too
Young to Be Bitter club that was
mentioned in the last season and
the glee boys (minus Artie because
they needed four boys) decide to
sing "I Saw Her Standing There"
to Tina to cheer her up because
she's bummed about not having
a date to prom. Yes, that must be
it. A girl is single and upset so
she must be bummed about not
having a date.
But before the show can end,
"Glee" must provide not only
a touching moment between
Burt and Kurt but also a loving
rendition of "All You Need is
Love." Blaine gets down on one
knee, and the rest is history. But
no one actually gets married
when they want to on this show
so we can expect actual drama
soon.

Photo Courtesy of 31 -1 média tumbir corn
"Glee" continues its Beatles tribute next week.

DVD Releases this Week: Neanderthals, Actors and Singers
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor

"The C roods" - A family embarks
on their journey of a lifetime until
a cave that has kept the world
shielded from danger is destroyed.
Wonderful
and
fascinating
creatures emerge from the cave as
the family makes their way across
the land. These creatures will
change the family's world as they
know it. (Nicolas Cage, Emma
Stone, Ryan Reynolds, Chris
Sanders, Catherine Keener)
timÊBXÊmmâ

'This is the End" - James Franco
throws a party and Seth Rogen
and Jay Baruchel make their way
to the house with every other big
celebrity in Los Angeles. When
the end of the world appears to
be upon them though, the group
of celebrities find themselves
faced with an apocalyptic country.
Needless to say, the film is filled
with jokes and laughs for all
audiences. (Seth Rogen, James
Franco, Jay Baruchel, Emma
Watson)

"Glee: The Complete Fourth
Season" - A new year and a new
state as Rachel, Finn, Santana and
Kurt leave for New York to make
their lives again in college. At the
same time, back in Lima, the Glee
Club is picking itself up from the
ground and recreating itself. But
old flames and true high school,
long distance love will be put to
the ultimate test. (Cory Monteith,
Lea Michele, Chris Colfer, Jane
Lynch, Matthew Morrison)

" N e p Girf: Season i W * 4; New
relationship» have begun and old j?>
one» •! are rekindled.: Ifce always-1
confusing Nick and Jets relationship
take* j p | | | for die interesting, ¿von
while Jess begins to date an interesting
and handsome doctor. Winston and
Schmidt stay Up to their usual tricks
and game« and continue to ftin''•->.
after their own giris. B t t the biggest
surprise is left foe fit finale. (Zooey
Deschnoel, | Hannah Simony Jake
Johnson,: Ma* Greenfield, Lamorne
BHMMtattiiHaiHaiHBii . 5 « t £ mm

Also On DVD This
Week:
"100 Bloody Acres"
"Frozen Ground"
"How I Met Your
Mother Season Eight"
"Beauty and the Beast:
The Complete First
Season"

Opinion

therotundaonline.com

Dorm Room Solutions: Inexpensive Innovation through Duct Tape
spoon. Duct tape is good stuff."
item in particular: duct tape.
Chris wasn't the only one to
One student, who asked to be
Opinion Editor
relate
duct tape success stories. A
identified only as Chris, detailed
few
students
noted its remarkable
Dorm life is arguably one of how he utilized duct tape in his
durability
as
a wallet, and in one
the most important aspects of dorm.
case,
replacement
car window.
Q: "What are some creative
a student's college experience.
Many
living
in the older
From learning to share a solutions you've used to solve
dorms
spoke
highly
of the tape's
small space with a stranger problems in your dorm?"
function
in
keeping
spiders,
A: "Duct tape."
to discovering the difference
centipedes
and
other
wildlife
out
Q: "How did you use it?"
between hot and cold water in
that
often
find
their
way
into
the
A: 'To keep the room from
the washing machine (about
hallways;
simply
tape
the
crack
two pant sizes), ifs often the falling down. Our shower
first time the student is living rod fell, so we duct taped it under the door (in one case, the
back to the wall ... still hasn't tape was placed adhesive side
independently.
With this independence fallen. There were holes in our up in front of the door, which
comes a sense of innovation, sofa, so we taped over those trapped and "publicly shamed"
as little money and no parental too. A window cracked, so we creatures trying to enter).
Speaking with a group of
supervision collide, making put tape on the crack. The sun
sorority
sisters, I learned how
heated
it,
and
it
melted
into
the
everyday dilemmas a bit more
to
make
a Halloween costume
crack
and
sealed
the
glass
back
challenging.
out
of
duct
tape. However, I did
together.
We've
also
duct
taped
Curious as to how students on
not
learn
how
to remove the
our
clothes,
injuries
and
utensils.
campus address these problems, I
garment.
You'd
be
surprised
how
well
conducted a series of interviews,
Clothing hangers were also
and in the process learned quite taping the prongs of a fork works
a bit about the versatility of one [for] eating cereal; ifs just like a popular materials for solving
KELYNN KEEGAN

Miley Cyrus:
Crazed or just a Phase?
JANAE JONES

Contributor

Am I only the one who thinks
back to the sweet and innocent
Disney pop star Hannah
Montana with nostalgia? Now
when we think of Miley Cyrus
we think "good girl gone bad."
When did she learn to twerk?
What is her obsession with being
naked? Maybe the breakup with
ex-fiancé Liam Hemsworth
has something to do with this
outrageous behavior.
According to her interview
in the October 2013 issue of
Harper's Bazaar, Cyrus stated
that she didn't have time to deal
with a wedding, but eventually
still plans on getting married. In

the interview she talks about how
her wild behavior is contributed
to the fact that as a kid she had to
be an adult.
The Disney TV show, Hannah
Montana, first aired when Cyrus
was only 13 years old; after that
day it was nothing but work.
Once the show wrapped up
in 2011, Cyrus moved out of
her parents' home and moved
in with Liam Hemsworth, her
fiancé at the time.
She could do anything she
wanted and she stated that she
wanted her house to be a "party
house". "I took off and I just
wanted to party. I worked so
hard, and I wanted' to buy a
house and just chill," said Cyrus.
In the interview she brought up

advice she gave Justin Bieber;
"I'm not saying you need to take
a break because you're crazy. I'm
saying you need to take a break
so you can be crazy, and people
aren't going to judge you."
Growing up too fast can cause
a child to rebel as they get older.
Cyrus never got the chance to
truly be a kid because she was
always in the spotlight.
Knowing this, do you think
her actions are justified? I don't
think it justifies her actions, but it
definitely explains some things.
There was a lot of buzz about
Miley's performance at the 2013
VMA's; a lot of people didn't
know what she was thinking, but
in Miley's mind, she's trying to
"take over the world".

Poetry Corner
Past the Ink
CARLY SHAIA

Rotunda Show Co-coordinator
Restless hearts
And aching minds
Barely glued
Yet as I lie
Safely beside you
Gazing
Up to the splatter paint
That someone
Carelessly
Dabbled above
I am reminded
No
I forget
Only for a moment
But thaf s quite enough
All my fears
They seem to dissolve
Inaudibly
The feeling of
Being whole
The spark that
Settles deep within your chest
And lights a fire that
Bums you to the point
Where you can't remember why
You're laughing
Smiling
And leaning in
Ever so slightly
Yeah we both know
That for a moment
Under these droplets of light
There's no one here but us
No one here
To judge what we are

t

everyday dilemmas. Christmas hang light bulbs from their engineering. The resourcefulness
lights attached to a hanger have extension cords from the hoop. of students was remarkable and
become chandeliers, while bent Suspending clothes on bungee even enlightening, to a degree.
wire hangers have proved most cords attached to bed frames These conversations truly made
useful in picking up beer cans frees up quite a bit of closet me reconsider how wasteful it
space. The list of innovations I can be to simply buy new things
the day after a party.
Other everyday materials were spoke with students about was when they break as opposed to
trying to fix them with materials
also discussed in addressing the impressively extensive.
on
hand. I'll certainly never look
After a week of interviews,
struggles of dorm life. Chair
at
duct
tape the same way again.
I
felt
I'd
had
a
considerable
legs with screws protruding
education
in
both
innovation
and
make excellent bottle openers.
Roombas are expensive, but
attaching a Swifter pad to a
remote control car is not.
In need of another j
innovation? A beer can makes
an excellent showerhead in
M%
a pinch. Missing handles on
fcdressers are easily replaced
EPH
with chains of paperclips.
A stick of deodorant placed
in front of a fan makes an
excellent air freshener. HoolaPhoto By Stall Photographer Cara ffNeil
hoops are convenient when
overhead lights go out; simply "You'd be surprised how well taping the prongs of a fork works
[for] eating cereal; ifs just like a spoon. Duct tape is good stuff."

Apartment or Dorm: The
Importance of Considering
Lifestyle Preferences
KELYNN KEEGAN

Opinion Editor

Each year, upperclassmen face
the critical choice of housing:
apartment or dorm? Certainly
each living environment has its
pros and cons, but often creating
a list of these aspects muddies
the decision for students with
too many factors to consider at
one time. Perhaps a better way of
thinking about housing would be
to consider which environment
best fits the studenf s lifestyle; is
the student happier in a social,
communal environment or a
more independent set up?
Students who prefer a social
setting would probably find
dorm life to be most appealing.
With communal living, the
student has the advantage of
meeting and living with a variety
of other people, often many of
whom the student has never met
before.
This presents the advantage
of having a lot of different
friendships and connections
on campus from the living
environment alone without
having to be actively involved
in other campus activities. Other
advantages of dorm life include
access to all essential amenities,

maintenance sponsored by the
university and the convenience
of their location on campus.
Drawbacks students should
consider with regards to dorm
life include less independence,
university supervision (by
resident assistants, building
managers etc.) and the need
to recognize and respect other
members of the hall in the dorm.
Students who identify
themselves
as
enjoying
independence would likely
prefer apartment living. Owning
or leasing the apartment gives
the student the opportunity
to have their own room in
addition to communal spaces
shared by two to three other
individuals, as opposed to an
entire hall. Apartment residents
have much greater control over
their surroundings in terms of
aesthetics of the living space,
as well as food. Many residents
choose not to invest in a meal
plan, and instead purchase their
own groceries and cook in their
apartment kitchen.
Drawbacks of apartment
living include taking complete
ownership
over
utilities
and maintenance and living
farther from the campus itself,
sometimes requiring alternate

transportation to get to and from
the university.
So which style of living is
best? It truly depends on the
lifestyle preferences and needs
of the individual. While some
consider cost as a factor in
their decision, it should be
noted that, on paper, apartment
living is generally cheaper than
on-campus housing; additional
costs, including transportation,
maintenance and groceries, will
accumulate, whereas dorm living
(plus meal plan) includes all
costs necessary for the semester.
Students may also want to
consider their personal life and
schedules when making their
housing decision; those who
tend to sleep in late might not
want to live in an off-campus
apartment when trying to make
an 8 a.m. class.
Students who enjoy quiet
study / alone time might not want
to live in a dorm environment
where they have little control
over their surrounding room/
suite/hall mates' actions.
In summary, students should
reflect on their living preferences
when considering their housing
options in order to select the
best place of residence for their
individual needs.

PROPS & DROPS
Props to:

Drops to:

+ Pumpkin
Spice Lattes
+ Ray-Bans
+ Walker's Diner
Pancakes
+ Vince Gilligan
(Former Farmville Resident,
"Breaking Bad")
+ Dr. Jordan
and the Mortar
Board
+ Redskins' Win

- Parking
- "Breaking
Bad" Ending
- Midterms
- Cold Mornings and Hot
Days
- Papers
- All Nighters
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Field Hockey Loses to Richmond Women's Soccer Wins Two Games
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

This week, the LUfieldhockey
team lost two games against
high-caliber opponents from
the Atlantic 10 and the-Atlantic
Coast Conference (ACC).
On Thursday, the Lancers (3-7,
2-0 NorPac) fell 3-0 to the Spiders
of Richmond at the Athletics
Complex in Farmville. The first
half was relatively competitive
with the two teams staying
scoreless at the intermission.
Although the University of
Richmond outshot LU 4-2
in the first, head coach Iain
Byers told LongwoodLancers.
com afterward, "The first half
was a good performance by
us. Actually, it was a very
competitive game for both
teams. We're happy with how
'our team worked and stuck to
the game plan."
In the second half, however,
the tide turned when Amy Cooke
assisted Samantha Ostoich on
the Spiders' first goal, as Ostoich
tipped in Cooke's corner from
the right side to open the scoring
just shy of 10 minutes in.
In a two-minute stretch
20 minutes later, Richmond
destroyed hopes of a Longwood
comeback with a quick pair of
tallies.

Emma Johansson found
herself with her own rebound
in the circle and fired it past
Longwood
goalie,
Kaye
Goulding, to double her team's
lead, and Rebecca Barry scored
off an Allison Haas corner to
wrap it up.
"When we went one goal
down, we didn't generate
enough circle penetration and
shooting opportunities to stay
competitive," Byers said. "When
we started chasing the game,
things happened towards the
end that led to us conceding two
more because we were throwing
more people forward."
Byers added, "The game itself
was a great game, while the
score line somewhat flatters
Richmond, but they did well
to execute their chances, which
was something that we didn't
rt

At No. 13 Duke, the Lancers
lost 3-1. Jessica Buttinger scored
an unassisted goal at 20:59 and it
remained 1-0 in favor of the Blue
Devils at halftime.
Fifteen . minutes into the
first half, Jessica Diaz scored
her fourth goal of the season
when she went one-on-one
with Lauren Blazing to tie it
up.' Brenna Rescigno scored
four and a half minutes after
that off a penalty corner via

Abby Beltrani and Emmie Le
Marchand to regain the lead
for Duke. Le Marchand scored
the Blue Devils' third with 9:19
to play, as Longwood was dealt
their seventh loss.
"We're content with a lot of
what we did today," Byers said.
"We defended well, our press
worked well and we moved
the ball around effectively. We
had more circle time and more
penetration than we've had in
the last couple of years against
Duke, so there's definitely
progress being made.
"We had a couple of tough
goals, but to score and come
back from one goal down to tie
it up before losing it in the last
10 minutes still shows progress
as a team," Byers continued.
"We're happy and if we play
like that against VCU, it will
definitely be a good game for
us."
This week, the Lancers, ranked
No. 54 out of 80 teams in the
national RFI, have a couple of
games. Oct. 2, they travel to the
capital of the Commonwealth to
play VCU at 6 p.m.
On Sunday, the team wraps
up their Oktoberfest weekend
with a 2 p.m. tilt against NorPac
opponent Davidson.

Photos By: Staff .Photographer Laura Claike

No. 3 Jessica Diaz scored the one goal for the Lancers in their game against No. 13 Duke on Thursday the 26th.
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Kelsey Pardue scored the winning goal against Coastal Carolina
bringing the Lancers to 1-0 In the Big South Conference.
KAYLA FRANKLIN

Staff Reporter

The LU women's soccer team
played two games this week
to open the Big South portion
of their 2013 schedule. First,
the Lancers battled Coastal
Carolina University (4-5-1,1-1-0
Big South) this past Wednesday
night, Sept. 25, at the Athletics
Complex in Farmville, winning
their first Big South Conference
game 1-0 in double-overtime.
When asked how to prepare
for going up against the
Chanticleers, a tough opponent
from previous years, and how to
prepare for the first conference
game of the season. Head Coach
Todd Dyer said, "We just knew
they were a good team that had
beaten us last year, and it was
going to be a grind, which it was,
so it was a matter of us staying
disciplined defensively, try to
win as many of the physical
battles as we can, and then
finish our chance or chances as
they came about."
The Lancers (3-5-2, 2-0-0 Big
South) had a trying start to the
first half, but when they got the
ball up the field, they led shots

1-0 and giving the Lancers a
on goal 5-4 to the Chanticleers.
huge
win.
The opportunities were there,
When
asked if anything had
but both teams played well in
an evenly contested match-up. changed going into overtime,
With that said, the first half Dyer said, "At that point you've
worked so hard, you've put so
concluded with a 0-0 score.
The second half was played much into it, the message is be
similarly to the first. However, smart, be safe in the back half of
Longwood played more of an the field and just keep battling,
offensively strategic game with and when you get your chance,
5-2 shots on goal over Coastal somebody go have a moment,.
and had close scoring attempts, Well, Pardue had her moment,
but just could not get it past and that was good enough for
Megan Spencer, Coastal's senior all of us.
goalkeeper.
"Coastal is one of the best
teams
in the league/ they beat
The same went for Longwood
us
last
year. It was going to be
graduate goalkeeper Shelby
Hall. The second half ended in difficult on our field or their
a 0-0 stalemate, which led to an field, but we're just happy with
the result. The girls have been
overtime opportunity.
During the first five-minute working so hard for so long they
overtime, both teams played deserve to feel something like
well despite the pressure and this. I'm glad it worked out that
way."
aggressive style of play.
The Lancers also secured a
With no goals, or shots
on goal, the Lancers and crucial result at Winthrop this
Chanticleers went into a double- weekend, beäting the Eagles 3-0.
Longwood will be away at
overtime. In the 106th minute of
the game. Senior Kelsey Pardue VMI tonight in Lexington. The
scored
the
game-winning Lancers will be back in Farmville
goal. It was a sensational goal, on Saturday against Radford at
unassisted and from the left the Athletics Complex at 7 p.m.
side put in the left corner past
Spencer, making the final score

Men's Basketball Team Begins Practicing for the 2013-2014 Season
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

The first of countless whistles
blew at 1:02 p.m. on Saturday
in Willett Hall as the LU men's
basketball team began practice
in front of a small crowd.
The brand new staff, which
includes: head coach Jayson

Gee; assistant coaches Andy
Farrell, Jake Luhn and Cade
Lemcke; Director of Basketball
Operations
Mario
Huffman
and graduate assistant Jake
Gritzmacher, looked on as if they
were the ones in class.
They studied each player
dressed in blue — signifying
their ability to practice fully — as

a moment more than six months
in the making finally came to
pass.
The ease gave way quickly
enough, however, as a fourcorner passing drill brought with
it volume, much of which came
from Gee, and a frenetic pace.
That first drill honored one
of Gee's mentors, Gary Waters,

the longtime head coach at
Cleveland State.
Gee said, "He started every
practice with that fundamental
passing drill that he did to honor
his coach that he was paying
tribute to by doing the drill that
he did. That was to honor him
and at the same time enhance
our fundamentals of passing,

STUDENT VALUE MENU!
All items specially priced for students...
Choose from the following:
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Medium two topping pizza
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Any two bread products
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•och only
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catching and communicating.
I really believe in enthusiasm. I
believe God named me Gee to
stand for 'Great Encouragement
and Enthusiasm.' When I can
transfer that to our players, I
think we're making progress."
Much of the time Saturday,
and this weekend as a whole,
was spent focusing on defense.
In 2012-13, the Lancers gave
up an average of 81 points in
33 games, and gave up over 90
points seven times.
"I think whatever you
believe in, whatever is going
to be your staple, has to be
reflected in the priority you give
it," Gee said.
He added, "At the early stages,
75-85 percent of our practices
will be defense. As time goes
on closer to the season, we'll
add more offense ... [Defense]
has got to be our pillar. Defense
has got to be how we even the
odds — that if we play great
defense, and we force people to
miss shots and we rebound the
basketball, if s going to put us in
a position to be successful."
Gee added, "We were last in
the league defensively [last
season], and we've got to turn
that around because most teams
that finish last in the league
defensively, finish last. That was
our number one problem and
we have to attack that. If s the
foundation of my system."
Throughout the gym, .there
was always something going on,
whether the scheduled drills for
the fully fit players, or players
off to the side working on other

issues.
TT Carey and David Robinson
did not fully participate due to
injuries that are expected to heal
in time for the season opener at
South Carolina on Nov. 9.
Robinson is rehabbing from
a separated shoulder that he
sustained over the summer, and
Carey is also healing from a
recent broken hand.
When asked how Gee felt about
the first couple days of practice,
he said, "I thought we were
able to establish a tone of work
ethic, energy and enthusiasm.
When you're turning a program
around and introducing a new
system, those three things have
got to be at the foundational core
of what you're doing. I thought
I saw great work ethic, great
intensity and great enthusiasm."
He also said that sophomore
guard Lucas Woodhouse and
freshman guard Leron Fisher
looked good, while adding that
there were many others that
stepped forward.
He also said, "In die early
stages, when you're doing a lot
of fundamental work, if s hard
to evaluate someone that really
stood out."
There was plenty of spirit from
those in the program on Saturday
as the Lancers' second season
in the Big South Conference
approaches.
It seemed like the only thing
that was missing was the capacity
crowds that filled Willett Hall a
handful of times last season.

